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TITAN ON THE HUNTOn the way to Erenâ€™s home, deep in Titan territory, the Survey Corps

ranks are broken by a charge led by a female Titan! But this Abnormal is different â€“ she kills not to

eat but to protect herself, and she seems to be looking for someone. Armin comes to a shocking

conclusion: Sheâ€™s a human in a Titanâ€™s body, just like Eren!
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I never liked manga or any anime. I've never seen or read one in my entire life.Attack on Titan blew

my mind, however. Hands down the best entertainment I've ever seen in the last three years (I'm

comparing this to all the other TV series, novels, movies I've seen). A solid 5/5. I wholeheartedly

recommend this title to anyone.

This volume was kind of depressing in a way. There was a lot of deaths in this volume and I was

getting really pissed off reading it to be honest. I am like what the heck is going on here, but it finally

makes sense on what is going on after you read the whole volume. I was pleased with this volume

after reading the whole thing, so don't be turned away and depressed til you finished this volume but

it's still sad. On a side note one of my friends said this is basically a giant zombie manga, and I

never noticed it til she mentioned it to me.Story: The story is very fast paced this time around. There

is a lot of running around and chasing this time. You get a lot of screen time with Armin at first, and I

got to admit this guy is smart. Armin comes to some shocking conclusions and he seems to always



be testing things out and planning many steps ahead. Eren has to learn the hard way when it comes

to trusting comrades and the rewards that come with it. You get a little more detail on Eren's little

bodyguard squad, and how strong they really are. 4/4Character development: You get some

character development on Eren point of view on how he learns to trust people more. You get some

more insight on this female titan, but other than that this volume is all action. 3/3Artwork: I am

becoming a bigger fan of Hajime Isayama artwork every time I read a new volume. The artwork is

fantastic. 3/3.Overall, this volume is a step in another good direction. I feel like were in for some

more action next volume and possibly finding out who this female titan is. I am just excited to read

the next volume :).10/10

This volume was both entertaining and informative as we see the group join the survey corps and

we are informed on how Eren becomes a titan. This volume was great and I hope that the next

volume is the same or better.

The book was in perfect condition. The details are awesome and really worth getting the complete

collection . I really like the books and really think its a must have for the fans of the series and

others .

~4/5[More of my reviews are available on my blog, Geeky Reading, to which there's a link on my

profile.]I am just plain enjoying this series at this point.Itâ€™s good, exciting, interesting, surprising,

action-packed, includes character death and depth, the world itself is intriguing. I love it. Iâ€™m so

glad I picked it up, and am really hoping to pick up the other volumes soon. I want to catch up, but at

the same time, I know once Iâ€™m completely caught up, Iâ€™ll have to wait for each volume. I

donâ€™t want to do that. But I will. Plus, thereâ€™re the spin-offs and the guidebook to look forward

to.This volume continued with the titan fight, which is intense and a little frightening. Weâ€™re

finding out some new things about the titans. And the ending leaves off to some very interesting

discoveries for the next volume.The best part with this series, I think, is the surprises. Any character

could really die, no matter how close youâ€™ve grown with them. Itâ€™s unlikely that one of the

three (possibly four) main characters will die, but one of the others could. Some of them already

have. I love that, so much. It gives a whole new level of excitement that most series lack.Iâ€™m

enjoying Arminâ€™s growth, as well as Erinâ€™s. I like Levi, but some of his fight tactics, or maybe

just their fight tactics to begin with, is harsh and makes me a little uneasy.Iâ€™m really enjoying this

series. Itâ€™s brutal and intense and exciting. Very different from what I usually read, and Iâ€™m



loving it. Also, I love the humorous previews at the end of the volumes. Itâ€™s a nice little reprieve,

and I like being able to laugh a little with the characters.

When I first saw the cover of this issue, I screamed "I SWEAR, IF ANYTHING HAPPENS TO MY

BABY I WILL BURN DOWN A CITY!" But then he was okay, so I was okay lolThis manga just keeps

throwing us through loops, and I'm loving every second of it.

I watched the first few episodes on nextflix but itâ€™s not in English so I opted to go with the manga

to check it out because the complete series exists instead of just season one. This is my first manga

so I donâ€™t really have any prior experience to base it off when it comes to the art or story. I like

the art itâ€™s not over complex when it comes to telling the story it seems to work for the gritty

horror story. So far the story while is well developed itâ€™s easy to get lost turning the pages.The

sixth installment the Survey Corps has been sent out in formation headed to Erenâ€™s home in

hopes of finding whatâ€™s in the basement at last. They ride horses which are faster than most of

the titans can run expect for the few abnormalâ€™s. However on this scouting mission instead of

one abnormal they all seem to be moving faster causing the formation to break up separating Armin.

Itâ€™s the female titan who is hunting for Eren that Armin encounters as she moves unlike any of

the titans heâ€™s seen prior. Seeing the female titan destroy his fellow survey corps causes his to

suspect that itâ€™s controlled by a human.I enjoyed the sixth installment we are at last outside the

safety of the wall headed to figure out the secrets hiding in the basement of Erenâ€™s old home.

This volume is loaded with action as they fight the female in hopes of catching whoâ€™s hidden

inside assuming itâ€™s someone from inside the walls. I like way the story is twisting as we learn

more about the titans. Iâ€™m dying to know why the titans have been attacking for so long and what

makes a human into a titan. I actually finished this book and went right into the next one because I

had to know more about the mysterious female titan. So far Iâ€™m really enjoying the way the

series is going and canâ€™t wait to finish. I have the next several already loaded on my kindle might

have to finish before I can stop. So hard to put down and they are quick about 30 minutes to read.
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